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GIDGEGANNUP PROGRESS ASSOCIATION INC.  

gpa@gidgenet.com.au 

www.gidgegannup.info/community/progress.htm 

Next Meetings:    16th July, 2012 (AGM) , 20th August, 17th September at 7.30 pm at 
the Agricultural Society Hall, Toodyay Road, Gidgegannup.  All members of our 
community are welcome at our meetings. 

 Rural Rate:  City have now indicated that the Urban Farm Rate will be reduced to 
the same level as the Swan Valley Rural Rate – a reduction of some 11% 

Water Corporation Land – Reen Road:  Minister Marmion informs us that a new 
valuation will be required for the land and the sale is on hold.   DoW and the 
Department of Environment and Conservation are working collaboratively to 
determine the conservation value of the land and thereby the future disposition of the 
property. Agreed that the best strategy at this stage is to allow matters to take their 
time rather than pushing for rapid action. Delays will make it more likely that policy 
changes including the Declaration of Bushfire Prone Areas will make it harder to 
enact any development on such blocks, therefore making this block far less saleable 
to a private buyer. 

Valuation Rate:   
- Meeting with Landgate .   It appears that we now need to take the issue of 

valuation of rural land in proximity to urban land to State level.  
- Problem with the policies and guidelines used by the Valuer General. They 

allow very little variation, unlike other states.  
- Most impact is high rated rural land adjacent to urban land, with 

inappropriately high rates leading to an undesirable loss of farmland 
- Other states eg NSW recognise the problem and have policies in place to 

prevent the rating bias against rural properties adjacent to urban areas 
- These policies and mechanisms are partly designed to encourage retention of 

rural land in such circumstances 
- Frank Alban advised that representations at direct contact meetings with 

Ministers can be most effective, the Mundaring Forum would be a good 
opportunity 

-  Request Frank Alban to put this issue on the agenda for his forthcoming 
Forum with Minister Castrilli at Mundaring. 

 
Orange Route – Red Hill and Toodyay Road: 
Queried Main Roads as to timetable for Red hill upgrade and four lanes past Roland 
Road: Response from Main Roads: Main Roads has the project in its’ Road Asset 
Planning Investment Database (RAPID), which identifies all road needs but as you 
say there are no funds identified in the Four Year Forward Estimates for any works 
to be done.  Main Roads has done considerable scoping and development work on 
staging options for the project, including an option of retaining the existing Red Hill 
road as one leg (uphill) of a dual carriageway but there are no funds at this stage to 
progress the options further.  
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The Orange Route is part of the future Perth Adelaide National Highway and as you 
are aware no new federal funding will be considered until its  Nation Building 2 (NB2) 
program, however, under any Nation Building program, any work is still required to 
be jointly funded with the State.  

Accordingly until funding is provided I am sorry to say that I cannot advise you of any 
timetable for upgrade of Red Hill to a four lane highway.  

 Dog Attacks in Gidgegannup: 
This will be raised at the community forum in Mundaring. 

- Meeting asked what the legal status is on owners taking direct action 
- Advised that where stock/pets/wildlife was being attacked or harassed the 

landowner could take any reasonable action, including shooting the dog(s). 
- GPA has written to City demanding action against repeat offenders which 

have been identified, requesting that they be declared dangerous dogs and 
either relocated or destroyed 

- Rangers have made several visits to address the issues with dog owners  
- Frank Alban advised that past attempts by Local Govts to strengthen the Dog 

Act have stalled at state level 
- GPA to follow up with City as to what action has to be taken regarding dogs. 

Response from City is that two dogs have been declared as dangerous but that to 
have dogs destroyed requires a Magistrate’s direction.  
 
Telstra Issues: 
Telstra now advise us that Gidgegannup will come under the North Metropolitan 
area.  

- Concern that recent storms have again caused both landline and mobile 
network outages as battery banks have run down. 

- Noted that Telstra had organised backup generator for the landline exchange 
at Gidge but not for the mobile tower. 

- Lessons learnt and undertakings made after March 2011 storms do not 
appear to be effectively acted upon 

- However recognised that the recent storms damage to infrastructure was 
unprecedented 

  
Draft Strategic Strategy Community Plan 2012-2022: 
This will be available for public comment until 21st July 2012. 
 
Midland health Campus Operator: 
Confirmed as St. John of God. 
Frank Alban advised the meeting  

- that while a private operator, this would be a public hospital with “free” beds, 
though St John of God would have 60 beds for private patients 
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- Confirmed that the hospital would not conduct any birth control procedures, 
but these would be provided by WA Govt nearby, the hospital would still 
provide beds where required for these patients 

- Lloyd st extension would be progressed at a cost of $57m 
- Parking should be free, details TBA 
- There will be  a train station nearby 

 
Proposed Forum Mundaring: 
Date to be announced in September.   Minister Castrilli will be attending to discuss 
issues such as Local Government amalgamation.   Dog Attacks and other local 
issues. 
 
Proposed Amendment to LPS17 – Declaration of Bushfire prone areas as a 
‘Special Control Area’: 
This has been presented to council and is expected to be endorsed to go out for 
comment at the next meeting 26th June. There will be a 42 day consultation period 
with EPA and WAPC, then a 90 day public consultation period, including information 
sessions conducted by City of Swan. 
 
Review of Gidgegannup Rural Strategy: 
This will commence in the next year, and will be significantly affected by the 
Declaration of Bushfire Prone Areas and by other state policies restricting any 
development in bushland 
Frank Alban advised  

- that the general feeling at State Govt level was that there would be little/no 
further residential development in bushland, this would be restricted to 
already cleared areas. 

- Where a bushland/cleared mix occurred it was possible that the bushland 
would be under a restrictive covenant or ceded to Local or State Govt 

- Infrastructure requirements had to be addressed by proponents in the initial 
proposal 

 
Urban Housing Strategy: 
It should be noted that in the Schedule of Changes and Actions to the Urban 
Housing Strategy – Point 3 notes a Change of Intention – Clarifies the City’s position 
in regard to rural areas that they are not likely to cater for significant population 
growth under current intentions.   Also reference made to an upcoming review of 
existing rural strategies. 
 
EMRC – Red Hill Waste Site: 
Rubbish from vehicles entering and exiting the site. 
Member reported several instances of rubbish coming off trucks 

- Worst offender seemed to be Transpacific 
- Included from “empty” skip bins after trucks left EMRC 
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- Reports to WAPOL, EMRC, CoS had resulted in little/no action  
- General concern on this issue by the meeting 
- Ongoing problem, Jurisdiction sometimes blurred between CoS, MRD, EMRC  
- Meeting reminded that insecure loading was the responsibility of the driver 
- Recommended that EMRC should take some ownership of the problem and 

consider refusing admission to identified repeat offenders.  
- An example of how this can be done is when Pioneer/Hanson instructed all 

carriers of its product not to use Neuman rd as a shortcut, and not to pull 
hard left on the “no overtaking” parts of Red Hill, with admission refused to 
repeat offenders 

- GPA to write to EMRC copying to Frank Alban. 
 
Review of Wards and Representation May 2012 – Discussion Paper – This 
paper is out for discussion and submissions need to be received by 27th July 2012.   
This will decide whether your rural representation continues as the Swan 
Valley/Gidgegannup ward could be cut to one Councillor or amalgamated with the 
North Ward with a reduction from 3 to 2 Councillors.   How Councillors can be 
imagined to deal with an area of this size and diversity, together with the amount of 
development that is forecast in this area is beyond comprehension. 
 
AGM: After another year our AGM is to be held on 16th July 2012.   It is extremely 
important that we have an active and responsible Committee as we are moving into 
a period that could bring substantial change to this area.   First of all our 
representation as a Rural Ward is under threat with Local Government reform.   
Secondly we are not at all sure of the proposals that might arise for the development 
of our townsite area and the effect on the surrounding land. We can only hope that 
both State and Local Government realise the fragile environment of this area and the 
importance to preserve a unique rural area so close to Perth, and so our Agenda is                                      

1. Minutes of the Meeting of, 18th July, 2011 
2. Treasurer’s Report and Accounts 
3. Chairperson’s Report 
4. Election of Committee Members 

Chairperson 
Vice Chairperson 

 Secretary 
 Treasurer 
 2 Committee Members 

5.Any Other Business 

6. Closure of Meeting 
 
If you feel you can be an effective member of our Committee please nominate, all 
Committee places are vacant.   If you feel you would like to be a member please 
come along.  


